MMN evidence for asymmetry in detection of IOI shortening and lengthening at behavioral indifference tempo.
Most behavioral investigations indicated an indifference interval of 500-700 ms, at which the detection of inter-onset interval (IOI) shortening and lengthening are equally difficult and no perceptual bias would be expected. However, some event-related potential (ERPs) studies showed that even at this behavioral indifference time, the detection of shortening and lengthening might rely on different aspects of information processing. This work was aimed to investigate whether the pre-attentive processing of local tempo perturbations, i.e., IOI shortening and lengthening, are different when the basic tempo is at the behavioral indifference area. Tempo perturbations were introduced by shortening or lengthening the third IOI by 10% of the base IOI of the 5-beat isochronous sequence. ERPs recorded in a passive experiment showed that both tempo perturbations elicited a distinct frontal mismatch negativity (MMN). The low resolution electromagnetic tomography (LORETA) source estimation indicated a left prefrontal predominance activity around the MMN peak, implicating an important role of the frontal lobe in the processing of local tempo perturbations. Statistical analysis revealed that the MMN to IOI shortening had an earlier and greater peak than that to IOI lengthening, implying that IOI shortening might be more easily to be detected than IOI lengthening even at indifference tempo. Our results suggested that local IOI perturbations at behavioral indifference area have an asymmetric effect on the pre-attentive processing of temporal variation detection.